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THE MEDICAL DEAD-LOCK IN THE ARMY.

of changeful policy and the scant recognition which
I, trust
scientific servants of the State
the claims of medical

medical practice in the hands of men so ill-qualified that the
State will not accept their services even in the humblest
medical capacity." The fact is notorious that the majority
of those who are rejected at the army examinations fail
in respect to the particular matters on which they are
specially tested. They may be fairly good anatomists, and
sufficiently well-informed on topics falling within the province of the civil practitioner, but their knowledge of military surgery is defective ; they havenot, perhaps, bestowed
sufficient attention on that portion of the science of materia
medica which consists in the recognition of medicinal plants
and the preparation of drugs; or, most likely of all conjectures, the information possessed by candidates on the vital
topic of camp management, the avoidance of miasmatic and
malarious diseases, and the preservation of health among
troops on service, is below that fixed for even neophytes in

Army Medical Department, and therefore they are very
properly refused. We have not the slightest wish to underrate the importance of securing men of high culture, and
possessed of special qualifications for the army, but it is only
fair to point out that those who fail to pass a particular
ordeal are not necessarily badly informed on general subjects,
or incompetent for the discharge of medical duties among the
civil population at home.
The mistake into which our lay contemporary has fallen
will be sufficiently corrected by these remarks ; but we may
embrace the opportunity to ask public attention for a deeper
phase of the question. There may well be some reason in
the complaint that " one-third "- we are quoting the Daily
Telegraph-of the men offering themselves for examination
by the Army Board are " ’ plucked’ every year because of
their deficiency in rudimentary professional knowledge."
We repeat it is not in the " rudimentary" branches candidates fail; but, waving that point of detail for the moment,
it stands confessed on the face of the facts that too large a
proportion of the total number examined is rejected !
What is the explanation of this untoward circumstance ?‘?
This significant question, which has been repeatedly asked,
and which must form part of the inquiry in progress as to
paucity of candidates for the Army Medical Department,

a

men as

are

wont to receive at the hands of the

military

authorities.

In another column we print an abstract of the remonstrance
addressed by the College of Surgeons of Ireland to the War
Office. The plaints set forth therein are well worthy- of consideration. They point to grievances which are keenly felt,
and which, in fact, exclude good men from the competition,
and in some measure at least explain the percentage of rejections by which the lay press is very justly scandalised,
but which, through lack of information, it misconstrues and

misrepresents.

Annotations.
" Ne

quid nimis."

the

will find its answer in the fact that the best men are repelled instead of being attracted by the existing military
arrangements. In a word, to echo an old cry, " the service
is going to the dogs" so far as the medical profession is
concerned, and no one seems to have the will or the wit to
save it from hopeless discomfiture.
The pay is insufficient,
and the meagre promise the War Office holds out is
broken, in fact, by the qualifying conditions imposed in
its pretended fulfilment. Men are asked to enter upon a
career which unfits them for general practice, and destroys
their prospect of success in civil life, and after they have
resolved upon the sacrifice they are deterred from completing
the contract by a closer view of the regulations enforced.
The bargain is bad in itself, and it is made worse by drawbacks which have been annexed to the contract since it was
originally drawn. We can only hope that the Commission
appointed to investigate the failure of medical students to
enter the army will subject the situation to an exhaustive
scrutiny. The discontent which prevails within the Army
Medical Department, and the aversion shown to that service
by the profession as a whole, have for their cause deep dis-

THE COLLEGE ELECTIONS.
ALTHOUGH the election of Fellows into the Council of the

Royal College of Surgeons does not take place until July,
active steps are already being taken to secure the election of
certain presumptive candidates. We gather from the correspondence published in another column, that all the Fellows
have been solicited by Mr. Messenger Bradley, of Manchester, to support the candidature of Mr. Lund, the eminent
and esteemed surgeon of the same city. The appeal has
been generously answered, over three hundred Fellows
having signed the requisition. Under such circumstances
Mr. Lund could scarcely decline to accept the offer of
nomination, although he may regret the zeal by which
the preliminaries have been arranged.
Indeed, all who
know Mr. Lund will sympathise with him in this illjudged procedure, which amounts to a direct canvass of the
Fellows. It may be questioned whether the practice of
canvassing for a seat in the Council is or is not on the
increase, but there can be no doubt that in any degree it is,
as Mr. Pollock has very properly and forcibly expressed it,
"derogatory to the profession." The letter which Mr.
Curling has addressed to us, also based upon the requisition
drawn up by Mr. Bradley, opens up another question which
bristles with difficulties. For some years there has been a
growing opinion among the Fellows residing in the provinces
that their interests require a more direct representation in
the Council. While we agree with Mr. Curling that " the
interests of the provincial Fellows are equally the interests
of the metropolitan,"we are unable to hope that the argument
will prevail. It should, however, not be forgotten that it is
possible for the Fellows in the provinces to jeopardise the
interests of the College itself by being too careful of their
own.
At present one-eighth part of the Council are provincial Fellows, and if the proportion be still further increased, it will be difficult, if not almost impracticable, to
carry on the more important business of the College.

POISONOUS TOILET AND NURSERY POWDERS.

unhappily beyond question that not only cosmetic
and
washes, but applications of the class prepared
paints
and sold for use on the skin, down to the " innocent" article
specially recommended for use in the nursery under the
name "violet powder," may contain, or consist of, poisonous
materials. A very serious and extensively fatal series of
instances in which poisoning has resulted from the unsuspecting use of powder publicly sold as harmless, and
proved to contain arsenious acid, has occurred near London,
and is now under official investigation. In another column we
print a communication from a firm of analytical chemists,
who have pursued some independent inquiries. The results
IT is
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they have obtained go far to prove the existence of a grave abductors from such causes would, so far as we are aware,
peril, to which a large section of the community is daily be quite contrary to experience, and the supposition of such
exposed. We are especially desirous to create no needless a cause, if a vera causa, would be to introduce a purely
alarm in this matter, because dusting powder is in use in hypothetical condition, and to ignore a marked existing
So that we are driven to consider the possi.
every nursery, and may almost be counted a necessary. one.
central disease as the cause. Symmetrical para.
of
the
terrible
disclosure
of
now
in
the
face
made
Nevertheless,
bility
on the authority of Messrs. Evans and Jones, it is manifest
lysis of single muscles or groups of muscles from spinal
that the "violet powder" sold in the shops must disease is not only not uncommon, but may even be
Thus we see the palsy
be replaced by some home-made preparation of finely said to be rather the rule.
muscles
of the ball of the
the
made
from the potato, by boiling to affecting symmetrically
pulverised starch-that
in
and
thumb
little
is
the
and
a
the best-or
finger
progressive muscular atrophy.
purest
complete dryness, probably
of the other. Nor are
in
advance
one
side
of
more
than
common
value
must
be
obtained
usually
being
guarantee
from both maker and vendor before public confidence can be cases unknown in which there has been extension of disease
restored. All we at present are prepared to add, on our own which had commenced primarily in the muscles of one side
authority, is, that it is a fact that cases of the nature de- to those of the other corresponding, although the cord was
scribed have occurred, and the alleged cause is under close not primarily affected; and similar cases are recorded of
scrutiny. The reports which have reached us issue from extension of local anaesthesia or hyper&aelig;sthesia to the opposite
several credible sources. The public should be instantly limb. Then comes the question of limitation to one set of
warned. Meanwhile, the practice of using face powder, muscles, other muscles supplied by the same nerve being
paints, and washes of all but the simplest home-made de- unaffected. Here again we are supported by the analogy of
scriptions, should be suspended, if not abandoned, as common other special paralyses. Nor is there anything far-fetched
or improbable in the view that for each set of laryngeal
prudence plainly enjoins.
muscles there is a separate set of ganglionic centres. Apart
from the best known example of opposition of the lateral
PARALYSIS OF THE ABDUCTORS OF THE
VOCAL CORDS.
and posterior crico-arytenoids, there must be constant
THE rare and interesting case of paralysis of the posterior opposing and balancing movements of each set of laryngeal
crico-arytenoid muscles, exhibited by Dr. Felix S&eacute;mon at muscles, to allow of the delicately-modulated actions which
the Clinical Society’s last meeting, raised several important are constantly performed. This fact alone would suggest
questions which hardly met with the discussion they de- the existence of separate, though intimately associated,
served. Apart from the rarity of the case, only a few of centres. Besides the movements in phonation, cough, &c.,
which are on record, there are certain physiological and the vocal cords, as is well known, are slightly separated in
pathological questions involved. The man had nervous inspiration and approximated in expiration, the abductors
symptoms of peculiar character ; the gait was that of loco- of the cords being, therefore, more highly specialised than
motor ataxy, though it was not stated that the other sym- some of the other muscles, and the more probably having
ptoms of that disease were present ; he had also ptosis of even distinct centres. All which considerations render the
the left eye, slight nystagmus, and some inequality of the more likely the view that central disease of the medulla
pupils ; and, moreover, slight left facial paralysis. All oblongata, or possibly of the pons, was the cause of paralysis,
these symptoms pointed to central nervous disease involving a view strongly supported by the associated nervou6
the brain and spinal cord, but probably not one lesion, symptoms.
but several distinct ones. There is certainly the possibility
FEVER IN ST. PETERSBURG.
that disease of the medulla oblongata and cord might cause
these symptoms, and they would point to some disseminated
ST. PETERSBURG has been recently added to the list of
sclerotic or syphilitic lesion. There is therefore an &agrave; priori those foreign cities for which the Registrar-General is enabled
probability that another paralysis would be due to a simi- to publish weekly mortality statistics. Whatever, therefore,
lar cause acting in a different position.
But now the may be the general reticence of the Russian Government
difficulty arose, which was suggested by the President, that upon sanitary matters, official weekly returns of mortality
other muscles supplied by the same nerve-trunks were not in St. Petersburg are furnished regularly to our Registrarinvolved, and that the paralysis was bilateral. A little reflec- General for publication, and terrible is the commentary they
tion shows, however, that neither of these difficulties is suf- afford upon the sanitary condition of that city. The last
ficient to prevent the acceptance of the hypothesis of central return to hand is for the week ending the 30th March, which
origin. As we know, palsy of associated bilateral muscles renders possible a summary of the returns for the first
rarely occurs in cases of disease of the cerebral centres on quarter of the year. The population of the city is stated to
one side only, but this fact only shows the intimate associabe 669,741 persons, which entitles it numerically to the fifth
tion of the medullary centres-of the laryngeal muscles, for place among the capitals of Europe. During the thirteen
example ; an association so intimate that even in grave weeks of the first quarter of this year 9392 deaths are relesion of the higher centres, the nervous impulse is so trans- ported to have occurred in St. Petersburg, which were equal
mitted from one nucleus to the other in the medulla oblongata to an annual rate of 56’1 per 1000 persons living, or conthat not even a weakening results. Now, everyone knows siderably more than double the rate of mortality which prethat when the recurrent laryngeal nerve is injured, or the vailed during the same period in London. It appears that
vagus nerve-trunk as a whole, unilateral paralysis of all the of these deaths, no less than 3761, or 40 per cent., resulted
muscles supplied must result, and this fact alone would from the seven principal zymotic diseases, including 2273
negative the idea that the disease could have affected one or from fever, 979 from diarrhcea, 162 from diphtheria, 121 from
both of those nerve-trunks. We thus exclude the possi- scarlet fever, 115 from small-pox, 62 from measles, and 43
bility of causation either by disease of the nerve-trunks or from whooping-cough. The annual death-rate from these
of the higher cerebral centres. But could such a paralysis zymotic diseases was equal to more than 22 per 1000, while
be due to a general cause, or to a symmetrical local cause from fever alone it was 13’6. Of the 2273 deaths referred to
acting on the muscles? General conditions, as we know- fever, 1029 were described as enteric or typhoid, 739 as
chlorosis, lead-poisoning, hysteria-may produce sym- typhus, and 505 as "typhus recurrens."We are soused
metrical paralysis of the laryngeal muscles, usually of the now to look upon an annual death-rate of 1 per 1000 from
adductors of the cords. But a complete paralysis of the fever in our large towns as undoubted evidence of hygienic
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neglect, that it is difficult to realise what the sanitary condition of a city must be which suffers from an annual deathrate of 136 per 1000. The fever-rate in Liverpool in its
worst days scarcely ever exceeded 2 per 1000, or less than a
sixth of that from which St. Petersburg has recently suffered.
The exceptional fatality of diarrhoea during the three winter
months is another remarkable feature of the recent mortality
statistics of St. Petersburg. The 979 deaths from diarrhoea
were equal to an annual rate of 5’8 per 1000, which in most
European cities would be a high rate for the summer quarter
of the year. The present health-condition of St. Petersburg,
judged by its mortality statistics, is of more than Russian
interest.
____

DEATHS BY WILD ANIMALS IN INDIA.

same enlightened attention we may anticipate an
equally good result in the death-rate from animal predacity.
The chief means at present in force for encouraging the

with the

destruction of wild beasts consists in rewards for evidence
of such destruction. The system appears to have done
good, but the field for fraud is very large, and constitutes a serious drawback to the efficiency of the plan.
Other means have been suggested-spring guns, poisoning
by strychnine and aconite, &c.-and
employed with some
success.
It is recommended that the local government
should not only proclaim the rewards, but encourage the
work of destruction by the operation of an organised estabThe rewards for venomous snakes should be
lishment.
increased, and the people should be encouraged to work for
the rewards, aided by persons acting under properly selected

" Until some organised establishment is formed,
IN this country, happily, the lower animals are a cause of superiors.
or subject to the caprice of
human mortality by their pathological, not by their physiobut under local officers subject to one head, no
individuals,
logical, relations to man. We suffer chiefly by receiving from
or conhnuously progressive amelioration of the evil can
them diseases, not by serving as their food, and we are apt
be
expected."
of
to regard an extensive mortality from the direct
animals upon the human race as a thing of the past. The
THE WAR-WAVE OF CRIME.
public and the profession are indebted to Sir Joseph Fayrer
WAR undoubtedly acts as an incentive or stimulant to
for reminding them how untrue such a conception is. In a
those
sometimes dormant propensities which find their expaper read before the Indian section of the Society of Arts,
in crime. M. Amusat has recently collected and
pression
destruction
of
life
animals
and
venomous
on the
by wild
snakes in India, he has called attention to the fact and illus- adduced some additional evidence in proof of the familiar
trated the details of the terrible loss of life from this cause fact. The rise in crime which is distinctly traceable to war
some degree accompanies, but more certainly follows, a
in our Eastern Empire. Twenty thousand human
and fifty thousand head of cattle are every year destroyed. In campaign. In small part it is due to the misconduct of disthe year 1875, this enormous mortality was thus distributed banded troops, but the greater element in causation is
for want of a better term, we shall call the " force
among the different causes :-Elephants killed 61 human what,
of example." It is not, however, a purely imitative proand
six
head
of
killed
68
and
cattle ; hyaenas
beings
persons
2116 cattle ; bears, 84 persons and 529 cattle ; leopards, 187 pensity that incites men and women to reproduce in their
The effect of any great
own actions the crimes of others.
persons and 16,157 cattle; tigers, 828 persons and 12,423
breach
of
the
law
of
such
as
that which occurs when
order,
cattle; wolves, 1016 persons and 9407 cattle ; other animals,
or any sensational crime has been committed, is
war
rages
jackals, alligators, &c., 1446 persons; whilst snakes killed no a
less than 17,070 persons and 3166 cattle. Fuller statistical to disturb the minds of all who come within its influence.
details are given of the distribution of this loss of life in the The manner in which the disturbance shows itself will
several districts of India, and some facts are mentioned in differ according to the previous state of the individual
illustration of the way in which the country is devastated by affected. Those persons who are sensitive will be apthe scourge. Whole valleys have been at times depopulated, palled. Natures with a latent tendency to violence or
public roads and thoroughfares rendered literally unap- vice, but which are held in check by the rhythmical
when the restraining influence
proachable by human beings, even in broad daylight, and order of social law, will,their
withdrawn, display
deeper bias. A very large
thousands of acres of once cultivated land have been
deserted and relinquished to brushwood and rank vegetation, part of the community is kept to normal social courses
the individual respect for or fear of the social law of
offering, in their turn, safe coverts to these various animals. by
It needs but the disturbing force of war or crime to
order.
Sir Joseph Fayrer points out that more effectual measures
this compelling sense of discipline and to let loose the
weaken
There
is
reason
are needed to mitigate or prevent this evil.
natural
passions. The faculty of "imitation"coming into
has
the
matter
under
its
that
the
believe
Government
to
determine the form in which the violent and
play
may
of
with
with
the
view
consideration,
devising plans by which,
vicious
instinct
will show itself, but it is the inhibitory
the most efficiency and at least cost, the mortality may be
effect
of
the
original disturbance that constitutes the first
lessened. It is probable, however, that the expenditure of
The
in
the
increase of crime produced by war.
stage
more money is necessary to secure an arrangement comin
the
case of crime promethod
of
identical
is
working
of
with
the
is
one
evil. The problem
petent to grapple
great
in a community from a sensational tragedy, or
difficulty, for the Government cannot do all. It is necessary pagated
of
offence
any description, which seems to be unaccountably
for the people to bestir themselves, and rely on the resources ,
available, far more than they have hitherto done. The evil reproduced by weak-minded or vicious imitators.
can only be expected to cease entirely when predaceous
animals are extinct. This end will only be attained, or the THE DISSEMINATION OF INFECTIOUS DISEASE
BY MEDICAL MEN.
deaths considerably lessened, by the people learning to protect themselves, and to employ the resources of improved
THE medical officer of health for Marylebone, Dr. Whitknowledge and civilisation in their contest with the danger. more, in his report for February, takes occasion to refer to
Prejudice and superstition are terrible obstacles in the way the question of the dissemination of infectious diseases by
of this reduction of the mortality. As long as men worship, medical men. We must take exception to the needlessly
and reverence with awe, the creatures which destroy them, vague manner in which he deals with the question. While
the destruction of the destroyers is a most difficult end to he states that he may speak with some confidence as to
attain. But Sir Joseph Fayrer is hopeful that much more medical men who practise among the upper and middle
may be done, even with the means at present available. The classes of society carrying out the precautionary measures
death-rate from disease, he points out, has been reduced to necessary to prevent themselves becoming carriers of infecless than one-third by the application of sanitary laws,
tion, he is unable to speak with equal confidence as to
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practising among the poorer classes, there being Purves, Dr. Potter, Mr. R. Davy, Dr. Grey Glover, Dr.
taking equal pre- George Harley, F.R.S.; Dr. A. Hughes Bennett, Henry
cautions. He refers especially to the case of attendance upon Rutherford, Esq., Inner Temple; Mr. Carruthers, F.R.S.,
lying.in women, and observes: "Every medical man, when British Museum; Dr. H. Season Wilson, Dr. J. Watt
in attendance upon these persons, should, if possible, give Black, &c.
Various secretaries were nominated in the pro.
from
his
in India, and the colonies.
and
attendance
vincial
towns,
suffering
up
upon patients
contagious
infectious diseases, or if that cannot be done, there should,
It is believed that the scheme only requires to be known
in the first place, be an interval of several hours between his to the numerous pupils of the zealous and beloved Professor
visits to the latter and the former, and, in addition, his of Botany, scattered all over the world, to ensure a ready
clothes should always be changed." Where are the data response. It was thought fitting thus to mark the kindly
which would justify advice of this sort, calculated to excite services of Dr. Balfour, who had acted as Dean of the Mediunlimited alarm among the public? The conditions under cal Faculty for more than thirty years, and had recently
which infections are propagated are surely sufficiently known retired from that office.
in these days for a medical man to avoid being a carrier,
Subscriptions will be received by any member of the Coniwithout suggesting that he must virtually close practice. mittee, or may be sent direct to David Smith, Esq., Treasurer
Take the phenomena of the propagation of puerperal fever of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.
in the happily now very rare instances in which the medical
man is the propagator-propagation probably not more
THE SANITARY STATE OF YORK.
common among the poor than among the rich,-and in what
THE city of York appears to be so new to sanitary work
other infectious disease is a like succession of phenomena that it is
only now, at the beginning of 1878, that its
man? We protest
medical omcer of health, Dr. North, can publish his report
against the vague advice given by Dr. Whitmore, implying, for 1876 and a part of 1875. The report is instructive, as it
as it does, a liability to the transmission of infectious diseases
shows that York may make itself, if its sanitary authority
by medical men of which there is no evidence.
wills, one of the healthiest, as it is one of the most interest.
ing, cities in the kingdom. With an average annual deathTHEELECTION AT ST. THOMAS’S HOSPITAL. rate of 22-3 for the three years 1874-75-76, and with
very
THE confusion that exists in the public mind respecting great capabilities of sanitary improvement, York has a
what is meant by the Fellowship of the Royal College of great hygienic future before it if it will submit to be guided.
Surgeons is strikingly shown in a paragraph in the Pall And there are indications that it is prepared to do what is
Mall Gazette of Monday last concerning the appointment needed for the health-welfare of its population. We learn
of an ophthalmic surgeon to St. Thomas’s Hospital. We from Dr. North that there is some intention of the Artisans’
announced last week that Mr. Nettleship was the only can- Dwellings Act, 1875, being put in operation with respect to
didate that possessed the necessary qualification of the a part of the city incurable under existing conditions; but,
Fellowship of the Royal College of Surgeons. Our con- on the other hand, we learn that the city still retains a
temporary has been informed, " on the best authority," that midden system. Dr. North observes: " It would be well
both the other candidates were equally eligible, inasmuch as that York should set an example of what ought to be done
they are Fellows of the Edinburgh College. In addressing in this matter. Cleanliness in the widest sense is the aim
medical readers it was not necessary to speak of the wide of all sanitary regulations. This simple truth can never be
and important differences between the Fellowship of the rightly appreciated’and acted upon so long as the midden is
English College and that of the Edinburgh College, but for a part of our domestic arrangements." We should be quite
the further information of our contemporary we will observe content if York would follow the excellent example set her
that, besides many differences in preliminary training and in other northern towns in this respect-as, for example,
education, there is the not unimportant one that candidates Rochdale, or Manchester, or Hull, if she will not (as she
for the English Fellowship must pass two very difficult should do) adopt a watercloset system proper. But ive
examinations, whereas money and recommendations alone must not expect too much from a cathedral town. Chapters,
as we all know, sit too generally as an incubus upon
are needed at Edinburgh.
sanitary work. We congratulate York, however, upon its
PROFESSOR BALFOUR’S TESTIMONIAL.
medical officer of health; for it is quite obvious, from his
A MEETING of Edinburgh graduates was held at the house report, that Dr. North is doing his duty thoroughly and
of Dr. Duckworth on the 15th inst., to promote the above thoughtfully.
object in London and elsewhere.
THE DENTAL PRACTITIONERS BILL.
It was announced by Dr. McIntosh, F.R.S., of Murthly,
THE fate of this measure still trembles in the balance, and
that about .6250 had been already collected from friends and
former pupils of Dr. Balfour. A most excellent portrait of it is impossible to feel much sympathy for the anxiety of its
the Professor has been painted by Sir Daniel Macnee, Pre- promoters. Unless the amendments set down on the paper
sident of the Royal Scottish Academy, and this is to be pre- by Mr. Adolphus Young are adopted, the Bill cannot surely,
sented to the Senate Hall or Library of the University. It in justice to the great body of duly qualified medical pracis desired to procure a replica of this, from the same hand, titioners registered under the Medical Act of 1858, be allowed
to pass. It would have the effect of creating, or giving the
as a gift to Dr. Balfour’s family, and additional subscriptions
for this purpose are now sought. A London committee was sanction of law to, a class of pretenders, some of whom,
formed, consisting of the following members :-The Right with an adroitness worthy of a better object, describe
Hon. Lyon Playfair, C.B., M.P.;
Dr. Murchison, themselves by such titles as "Surgeon and MechaF.R.S. ; Dr. Crichton Browne, F.R.S.E., Lord Chan- nical Dentist," leaving the public to infer that they
cellor’s Visitor in Lunacy; Sir Joseph Fayrer, K.C.S.I. ; are qualified as "surgeon," and practise as "mechaniE. Chisholm Batten, M.A., Lincoln’s Inn; Dr. Allen cal dentist" from choice. This crying evil-the peril
Thomson, F.R.S. ; Dr. Sieveking, Dr. Farquharson, Pro- of misrepresentation, which must always attend the use
fessor Huxley, Sec.R.S.; Joseph Lister, F.R.S. ; Dr. Wm. of descriptions like "Surgeon-Dentist,""Dental Surgeon,"
Playfair, Dr. Priestley, Dr. Ferrier, F.P,..S. ; Dr. Burdon" Surgical Dentist," or " Surgeon &c."&mdash;must be stopped.
Sanderson, F.R.S. ; Dr. Duckworth, Dr. Lauder Brunton, We are not greatly concerned that the object should
F.R.S.; Dr. T. Spencer Cobbold, F.R.S. ; Dr. Laidlaw be gained by passing this particular Bill, but the end
men

numerous

difficulties in the way of their
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and -we’the actual amount of the disease prevalent in’the city. The
a
list
such
-will increase in this particular morbific scourge is serious, and
protection
albeit
it
some
in
undesirable
association.
strongly enforces the warnings which have been conveyed to
afford,
may place
It is, however, an indispensable condition of the reform they the corporation, from time to time, regarding the sanitary
ask that, whether by the Bill introduced by Sir J. Lubbock, shortcomings which it is in their power to rectify. One
or by that of the Duke of Richmond and Gordon, the recommendation made in the report is so obvious a necessity,
assumption of misleading titles should be interdicted, and ’ and can so easily be carried out-viz., the appointment of a
that the particular titles to be avoided shall be specified, medical officer of health-that the authorities have no excuse
Other suggestions
so as to place them beyond the perils of interpretation by for further procrastination in the matter.
of
not
less
consideration of
are
on
the
consequence
Courts ruled by precedent and learned-only in the law.
urged
’ the corporation, and, if carried out, must result in a limitaof the incidence of the zymotic disorders which
THE SOUDARITY OF THE BRITISH MEDICAL
is
ASSOCIATION.
lucidly arranged, and is embellished with a fever chart.
THE friends of this Association should endeavour to procure more harmony and co-operation between the several
OVERCROWDING.
parts of its somewhat complex body. Of late’the appear..’
Mx. JOHN LIDDLE, in his report for the fourth quarter of
ance of imperia in imperio, and a want of sympathy, has
been painfully public and injurious. Professor Turner, in 1877, in the Whitechapel district of the metropolis, has
the Medical Council on the llth inst., thought it necessary some observations on overcrowding which bring out in a
to ask if the Medical Acts Amendment Bill, referred to in’ remarkable manner the difficulty of sanitary administration
the letter of Dr. Waters, the chairman of the Medical in parts of this vast overgrown capital. Out of the 8313
Reform Committee of the Association, had been promoted houses which lie in the district over which Mr. Liddle
by the general body of the Association, or only’ by the exercises supervision as medical officer of health, not less
Medical Reform Committee. We cannot doubt that in this than 4500 are let out as tenements-that is, for occupation
case, at least, Dr. Waters represents the -great bulk of the by two or more families-and many of these, it would
Association and of the profession. But the very question is appear, are let by the room, each room containing a family.
indicative of some doubt as to whether there is not some But the difficulty of dealing with overcrowding, in amount
other party in the Association pulling the strings in another such as is indicated by these figures, is augmented by the
direction. The division of action and opinion on the ad. kind of occupants. It would appear that there has recently
mission of women to the Association is too .recent and been a large immigration of foreigners, principally from
obvious to need comment. The existence of various parties, Poland, into East London. These foreigners arrive in a
with their respective centres, one at London, another at state bordering upon destitution, and are received by
Birmingham, and another at Chester, at one of which places their countrymen, who usually possess but little more
views may be carried that would stand no chance of ac- means, but who give them shelter, even to a portion of
ceptance at another, is a state of matters that may have its their own room it may be, until the new-comers can get
convenience, but is certainly not likely to conduce to the work. This gives rise to most unmanageable states of
overcrowding and other unhealthy states. A curious move.
influence or the harmony of the Association.
ment of the population has taken place in Whitechapel.
The English and Irish, who formerly lived in the disFEVER IN CORK.
trict to which the Poles chiefly flocked, have gone else"
Of the ten thousand houses in Cork one-half only have where, and a tendency of different nationalities to isolate
closets, and one-fourth have neither closets, privies, nor ash- themselves in separate quarters has become manifest.
pits. The entire sewerage of the city in the important Mr. Liddle sees in this immigration of almost destitute
matters of ventilation, provision for floods and tidal pres- people from the Continent into East London a serious and
sure, &c., is defective .... two thousand four hundred difficult social problem. It has complicated extremely the
houses have no connexion with sewers; two thousand are sanitary administration of the districts inhabited by the
within one hundred feet of public sewers, and there are 2328 foreigners, and he appeals for help to voluntary organisawhole families who live in single rooms." The words we tions, such as were established in 1848, and during the
have quoted are taken from the medical report of the Cork cholera epidemic of 1866. But it must be obvious that the
Fever Hospital and House of Recovery for the year 1877, poverty of the immigrants interposes . a most formidable
by Dr. H. Macnaughten Jones, and form a gTave charge obstacle to effective sanitary relief whether public or
against the municipal administration of the city. Under private.
such conditions as have been depicted, it will not surprise
SANITARY SCIENCE IN SOUTH AFRICA.
anyone to learn that fever last year was very rife, and carried off a large number of victims. The statistical informaA SPECIAL, article with this heading appeared in the
tion embodied in the report is of considerable interest: 147 February number of the Cape Monthly Magazine. It is, in
typhus cases were admitted into the hospital, of whom 12 fact, a descriptive and critical notice of the report of a comdied; 150 typhoid, of whom 17 died ; 87 cases of continued mittee that sat last year in Cape Town by order of the
fever, all of whom recovered; while 26 cases of erysipelas Colonial Government, to take evidence on the sanitary state
and 24 of measles also came under treatment, the mortality of the towns of South Africa, and to determine whether
being respectively 1 of the former and 6 of the latter. No Government aid or interference would be desirable in order
case of small-pox was admitted. Summarising the annual to
bring about a better state of things. The evidence,
statistics presented in the report, three noticeable features which referred chiefly to Cape Town, was of a very exare made prominent: the marked increase of typhoid admis- haustive character. It was
elicited-(1) that no reliable
sions; the occurrence of a somewhat large number of registration of deaths existed, so that the rate of mortality
erysipelas cases, and the prevalence of an epidemic of cannot be ascertained, although it was recently stated in a
measles during the latter part of the year, the entire number
Cape journal to have at one time reached 90 per 1000 ; (2)
of admissions of the latter disease taking place in October that the
average allowance of water to each person in the
and November. The number of enteric fever patients town is twelve
gallons per head (this small quantity has been
admitted into the hospital does not probably nearly represent lately reduced); (3) that the town is in some places undermust be reached.
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drained, in others surface-drained, and in many others not
drained at all, that the underground sewers open nearly at a
dead level with the beach, and that "the Town Council has
not the power to connect the sewage with drains." As the
Cape Monthly remarks : " It may be fairly asked for what
The last chief
purpose the drains were constructed."
material of evidence related to the removal of excreta, the
arrangements concerning which appear to be most miserably
deficient. Filth of all kinds remains in heaps at the corners
of the streets for several days together, rags and rats lie
about until they are pounded up by the wheels of the
vehicles, fish-heads and entrails are systematically deposited
- in the streets, and so on.
The article, after describing in general the provisions of
Health Act, 1875 (England), explains in some
detail that the water-supply could, without difficulty, be
made constant, and that, in a place situated as is Cape
Town, the " separate system " of drainage was well worthy
of special consideration. We entirely concur in the remarks,
and trust that Sir Bartle Frere will, when the war and
ministerial difficulties are over, again rouse the citizens of
Cape Town to some sanitary action, as this capital ought
undoubtedly to rank among the healthiest in the world.

has employed and advocated the method of first extracting
the tooth, stopping it with amalgam or gold, and then
replacing it. He states that the results are excellent, and
the teeth can be freely used. He keeps the tooth out of the
socket for one or two hours, as may be necessary, and yet
the tooth ultimately is firmly fixed. He finds the method
quite applicable to both bicuspids and molars. Since
extraction can be performed under anaesthetics better thau
stopping, many persons will prefer the new method to the
old, provided (and that is probably the doubtful point) the
subsequent refixing does not involve more than comple.
mentary pain, and provided also the method is found as suc.
cessful in other hands as in those of the inventor’s.

the Public

____

SCHOOLS.
DISEASE N
IN PAUPER .
THE condition of the parochial schools under the management of the various boards of guardians in London cannot
be regarded as quite satisfactory. That scourge of such
institutions, ophthalmia, seems to be rarely absent from
many of them, and it does not appear that systematic efforts
are made to eradicate the disease.
Again, cutaneous
disorders are frequently very prevalent in the schools. On
a recent visit which Dr. Bridges, one of the Local Government Board inspectors, paid to the West London Schools
(Paddington), he found that out of 140 children in the establishment nearly fifty were under treatment for skin
eruptions, while in the infirmary there were twenty similarly
affected. It was observed that children with sore eyelids
were allowed to mix freely with others.
No measure other
than thorough and complete isolation will purge the schools

of the evils described.
____
-

DEATH FROM NON-VACCINATION.
are glad to see Dr. Hardwicke following in the footof Dr. Lankester in holding inquests over cases of unvaccinated children dying from small-pox ; though, by the
way, for this purpose he should instruct his officer to secure
the attendance of revaccinated jurymen. In such a case at
the Islington coroner’s court on Saturday last, the jury were
of opinion that the parents had acted wrongly, and agreed
that the death from small-pox was accelerated by the
neglect of the parents in not having the child vaccinated.
The features of the case are so clear that in point of fact the
neglect is criminal. We have recently heard of an instance
of three children being dead in one house from small-pox.
The maternal parent had contrived, by constantly changing
her place of residence, to evade the vaccination laws. She
has now the satisfaction of knowing that her three
cmated children are all in their graves, blessed martyrs to
her
her
her views
views ofof freedom
fre freed dom anom an
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hygiene.
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WE regret to see that the subject of the Hampstead Fever
and Small-pox Hospital is again to be revived by an action
brought against the managers of the Metropolitan Asylum
District by Sir Rowland Hill and others for damages for the
alleged nuisance caused by the presence of the hospital. At
present the only way in which it has been made public is
by an application to the High Court of Justice for leave to
administer interrogatories to the defendants as to certain
points of alleged mismanagement. It would, therefore, at
the present moment, be highly improper to discuss the
grounds of the action, or express any opinion as to the merits
of the case. But on all grounds it is greatly to be regretted
that such an action should have been brought, and the long.
discussed question reopened. Very large damages, amounting
to over &pound;30,000, are claimed by the plaintiffs, but the damage
which will be caused to property by the renewed agitation
upon the subject will, we believe, far exceed that amount.
When the trial is over we shall be at liberty to discuss the
case upon its merits. Those who are interested in the matter
may refer to our report published Dec. 19th, 1874.
____

THE
THE CHELMSFORD CASE OF HYDROPHOBIA.
HVnRnPHnmA
CURES of hydrophobia are so rare that scepticism is
naturally excited as to the correctness of the diagnosis of the
disease in cases which get well. It is necessarily so with
all commonly fatal diseases. The cases which recover, if
genuine, are usually of milder type than those which do not,
cases of disease of mild type the most characteristic symptoms are often absent, and hence there is room for
doubt regarding the nature of the case. It is so with regard
to the instance of supposed recovery from hydrophobia
which has been recorded in the newspapers as having
occurred in Chelmsford. The mansymptoms were not
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DENTISTRY EXTRAORDINARY.

of extraction, and to get rid of the offending member, to
the annoyance of stopping. In future it would seem they
may take their choice without the necessity of a sacrifice of
the tooth if they prefer extraction. Dr. Weil, of Munich,
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THE horrors of teeth-stopping, with the preliminary gouging
and filing, are to many the most unpleasant of the sufferings
which dental necessities impose. Many persons prefer the

pain

THE HAMPSTEAD HOSPITAL AGAIN.

of the originators of
.th Sir
associated in
in this work with
the late
late John
JohnLee,
of HartHartLee,Esq.,
Harry Verney, Bart., and
and the
Esq., of
well. Mr. Ceely is still one of the surgeons of the infirmary,
and, we are glad to add, still in active practice. There are
few practitioners, either metropolitan or provincial, who
live more honourably in the esteem of the profession, for
work of equal interest, whether viewed in respect of its
scientific value or its human importance. It is only due to
the Rev. Joshua Greaves, vicar of Great Missenden, to say
that this creditable movement was suggested by him in a
letter to the editor of the Bucks Herald.
was
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AT the meeting of the Hunterian Society, which will ba
held in the London Institution, Finsbury-circus, on Wed.
nesday, April 24th, Dr. B. W. Richardson, F.R.S., will read
a paper on &deg; The Practice of Total Abstinence from Alcohol
in Health and Disease." The President and Council desire
that any member of the profession interested in the subject
may be present to hear the paper and join in the discussion.

from the Cape on the 19th
still very much wanted in
Cape Colony and the other states of South Africa. The
Colonial Government offer two guineas a day for surgeons to
do duty at the front, and some allowance for forage is also
provided. The scale is not specially liberal where everything in the shape of provisions is very scarce and dear, but
those who serve in the Kafir war are likely to have a prior
claim to any good district surgeoncies that may hereafter
become vacant. Some of these latter appointments are worth
from &pound;200 to &pound;300 a year. Very little rain has, as yet, fallen
either near Cape Town or in Kreli’s country. King William’s
Town is very unhealthy in consequence of the drought and
the absence of all systematic sanitary arrangements, and so
typhoid has become epidemic. Dr. Hartly is about to be
appointed principal medical officer to all the colonial forces.
This will be a very difficult post to fill, as eachBurgher’
corps practically claims to arrange its own medical affairs as
well as commissariat, and every commanding officer does
pretty well that which is right in his own eyes."
A CORRESPONDENT,

ult., says :-" Medical

writing

men are

MR. THOMAS JESSOP, the President of the Sheffield Hos-

pital for Women, is about to hand over a new building
completely furnished for use, the cost of which, we understand, will be about &pound;30,000. Miss Johnson, of Spalding,
bequeathed &pound;30,000 for the building of a hospital in that
town, and &pound;3000 to the Lincoln County Hospital.
WE observe with satisfaction that on the resignation by
Mr. Wilkes of his office as a paid Commissioner in Lunacy,
Dr. Rhys Williams, the resident physician at Bethlem
Hospital, has been appointed to the vacant post. Mr. Wilkes
becomes an honorary commissioner.
DRS. EDGE and REED have been elected physicians to
the Salford Hospital, and Dr. Boddy and Mr. S. Buckley
assistant-physician and assistant-surgeon to the Clinical
Hospital, Manchester.

THE revised rules of the Manchester Infirmary are at pre.
sent under consideration, and the clause referring to the
qualifications for the office of physician threatens to give
trouble. By the new rule it is decreed that every candidate
for the office shall be a fellow or member of the College of
Physicians, and shall have spent one year at the university
where he graduated. It is felt that this residential clause
is harsh and unwisely restrictive, as it would exclude many
of the ablest physicians in the country. It is all the more
to be regretted that the board adhere to this clause, as a
majority of the Medical Committee decided against it. The
retention of the objectionable feature strongly suggests some
unfair and occult influence brought to bear upon the board
by the minority, but there is reason to believe that it will
not be allowed to pass without an appeal being made to
the general body of trustees at the meeting called for the,
26th inst., to confirm, reject, or modify these new rules.

____

MR. EDWARD NETTLESHIP has been elected Ophthalmie
Surgeon to St. Thomas’s Hospital, in place of M. Liebreich,
who has resigned.

Correspondence.
"Audi alteram partem."

THE COUNCIL ELECTION AT THE COLLEGE
OF SURGEONS.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.
SIR,&mdash;Will you be kind enough to read the enclosed correspondence relative to the coming election for the Council of
AT a special meeting of the Dublin Sanitary Association, the College of Surgeons, and give it space in your next
held on the llth inst., it was resolved that the Executive, number, with any remarks you may think proper to make
the Same&mdash;Yours faithfully
Committee should communicate with the Chief Secretary
GEORGE POLLOCK.
him
to
a
from
the
receive
for Ireland, asking
deputation
Letter
to
Mr.
Pollock.
be
in
that
instiorder
a
Association,
public inquiry might
Edinburgh Chambers, 12, King-street, Manchester.
tuted into the present insanitary condition of the city. If an
DEAR SIR,&mdash;There is a strong desire on the part of many
inquiry under the Local Government Board is held, the evi- distinguished Fellows of the College of Surgeons to see Mr.
dence given must show, what is already well known, that the Lund elected to the
vacancy in the Council of
present unhealthy condition of Dublin is due to bad drain- the College as a representative of provincial Fellows.
He has for many years occupied a prominent, and of late
age, insufficient ventilation, unhealthy dwellings, uncleanli- a
foremost,
place among surgeons in Manchester, and for
of
and
ness,
general neglect proper sanitary regulations.
more than a quarter of a century has been actively engaged
in lecturing and hospital work.
THERE was a still further rise in the mortality-rate of
His position in the scientific world, and his many and
London last week, having been 27 ’6, against 27 4 in the week: valuable contributions to surgical literature, are too well
preceding. The deaths numbered 1895, and included 58 known to need mention by me. Sincerely hoping you may
from small-pox, 40 from measles, 36 from scarlet fever, 9 be induced to sign the enclosed memorial,
I am. mv dear Sir. yours truly.
from diphtheria, 157 from whooping-cough, 32 from different
S. MESSENGER BRADLEY.
forms of fever, and 14 from diarrhoea ; the seven principal
diseases of the zymotic class thus accounting for 346 deaths,
12, King-street, Manchester.
108 above the corrected weekly average. To diseases of the
DEAR SIR, &mdash;We, the undersigned Fellows of the Royal Colrespiratory organs 497 deaths were attributed.
lege of Surgeons, respectfully hope that you will offer yourself
as a candidate for the forthcoming vacancy in the Council
SMALL-POX appears to be increasing in the metropolitan of the College, feeling a just confidence that your acknow-district. It has been found necessary to reopen the hospital ledged eminence as a surgeon, and wide popularity both in
London and the provinces, will ensure a successful issue to
situated at Deptford for the reception of cases, and the’ the
contest.
number of small-pox patients in the Metropolitan Asylum
We are, dear Sir, yours faithfully.
Hospitals is steadily augmenting. It is reported that the
Copy of letterfi-om Mr. Pollock to Mr. Bradley.
disease has broken out in the barracks at Chatham. The
36, Grosvenor-street, W., llth April, 1878.
place is full of military and workpeople, and it is to be
DEAR SIR,&mdash;Ibeg to acknowledge the receipt of your
feared that a serious epidemic will ensue if some very circular relative to the election of Mr. Lund to the Council
of the College of Surgeons. In reply, will you allow me to
stringent regulations be not adopted.
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